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Porous titania is one of the most important synthetic functional semiconductors because of its excellent physical/chemical properties and large surface area. [3] [4] [5] The construction of pore channels conventionally involves a final thermal treatment at T Z 400 1C to remove the template/surfactants/remnants. In addition, in most cases, an energy-intensive treatment process is needed to improve their crystallinity, e.g. calcination, solvo/hydrothermal, microwave treatment, etc. (Table S1 in the ESI †). Recently, we reported the spontaneous crystallization of porous amorphous TiO 2 (Am-TiO 2 ) to anatase titania with a large surface area and excellent photocatalytic performance, at room temperature in 80 days. 6 The development of such a room-temperature crystallization process without any solvent, additive, or catalyst is significant for exploring green and energy-efficient chemical synthesis. Nonetheless, the acceleration of the process of room-temperature crystallization is desirable for the research and application of such a mild synthetic route in the development of functional materials.
Herein, we report that the room-temperature crystallization from amorphous to anatase porous titania can be significantly accelerated by storing photogenerated electrons (e À ) (Fig. 1) 7 The stored e À exhibited unique applications, such as chemoselective hydrogenation of nitroarene and roomtemperature ferromagnetism. [7] [8] [9] A mechanism for the accelerated room-temperature crystallization is also discussed in this work. Porous Am-TiO 2 was synthesized photochemically according to our previous report. 7 After 30 min of UV-light irradiation, abundant e À were stored on the surface of porous Am-TiO 2 suspended in aqueous methanol (methanol as a sacrificial agent of photogenerated holes improves the accumulation of photogenerated electrons on Am-TiO 2 7 ). A self-made reactor with a volume of 3.5 L was applied to provide irradiation, constant cooling and stirring in a lightproof enclosure as shown in Fig. S1 (ESI †). We can carry out the storage of e À in Table S2 in the ESI †). Therefore, the storage of e À during the room-temperature crystallization process of titania not only significantly reduces the reaction time, but also contributes to the ultrahigh surface area of the asobtained porous anatase.
As shown in Fig. 4a , we compared the crystallization curves of titania with and without e À based on the evolution of XRD patterns 10 ( Fig. S6 and S7 in the ESI †). It was revealed that the crystallinity of titania increased at distinct rates, and both of the nucleation and crystal growth rates were accelerated by the storage of e À . In our synthetic process of anatase (Fig. S8 in the ESI †), titanium glycolate (TG) as the precursor of Am-TiO 2 is constructed by infinite chains, which consist of edge-sharing TiO 6 octahedra and organic ligands. 11 After removing the organic ligands by UV irradiation, TG was transformed into Am-TiO 2 , which consists of randomly arranged TiO 6 octahedra rearrangement and connection of octahedral TiO 6 units would produce anatase titania (containing ordered edge/corner-sharing TiO 6 octahedra). Infrared spectroscopy (Fig. S10 in , and weakens the Ti-O bond between titania and ethylene glycol (Fig. S8, I , in the ESI †). In addition, we demonstrated that a proton was attached to the surface oxygen combined with an e À stored on the neighboring Ti 3+ , 7 which is consistent with the concept ''proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET)'' proposed by Schrauben et al. 13 These protonated surfaces would be easily combined with the hydroxyl group of other TiO 6 octahedra in the vicinity.
14 Thus, after eliminating a H 2 O molecule, a bridging oxygen bond (Ti-O-Ti) would form between two neighbouring TiO 6 octahedra, which favors the connection of TiO 6 octahedra to form anatase (Fig. S8 , II, in the ESI †). In addition, we flew oxygen through TiO 2 (e À ) and the resulting sample without e À could not crystallize in the same solvent system even after 40 days. This observation confirmed the key role of e À rather than the solvent in accelerating the room-temperature crystallization process. It was previously demonstrated that TiO 2 -80d was an efficient photocatalyst for H 2 evolution under UV light, due to its large surface area and anatase structure. 6 Photocatalytic H 2 production performance of the samples synthesized via accelerated roomtemperature crystallization was also investigated (see the ESI † for details). In a control experiment, there was no H 2 detected in the absence of the photocatalyst or light. It should be noted that e À was not stored in the catalyst during photocatalysis, but rapidly transferred to the loaded Pt co-catalyst and then reacted with H 2 O. Fig. 4b proved to be the sample with the highest photogenerated charge separation efficiency and photocatalytic activity. This is mainly due to its high crystallinity, although its BET surface area is somewhat smaller than that of TiO 2 (e À )-2d. In addition, 10 cycles of photocatalytic H 2 evolution were performed over TiO 2 (e À )-2d, and excellent stability was observed with no obvious loss of catalytic activity (Fig. S14 in the ESI †) and no change in the crystal structure (Fig. S15 in the ESI †).
In this work, a technology for storing photogenerated electrons is for the first time applied for accelerating the amorphous-anatase phase transition of porous titania materials with large surface areas at room temperature. Thanks to the storage of e À , the reaction time of such a mild room-temperature crystallization process was drastically reduced from 80 to 2 days. The as-prepared porous anatase titania materials possess ultrahigh surface areas (up to 736 m 2 g À1 ) and high photocatalytic activity. Such a facile process permits easy scale-up and is promising for wide applications in both fundamental research and industrial productions.
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